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Golden Child
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1. Why is Clyde hesitant to accept help from people, even family? Do you think Uncle 

Vishnu is genuine in his desire to help? Do you trust him? 

2. Why does Joy insist that the twins attend the same school? 

3. Should Peter be responsible for looking after Paul, even if it impedes his progress? 

4. While living, Uncle Vishnu helped keep the Deyalsinghs afloat, improving Peter’s 

prospects and securing his future. How does his death affect them in the immediate and 

distant future? How does his death affect the family, as a whole, in the immediate and 

distant future? 

5. Is Romesh right in feeling that he, as well as the rest of the family, is entitled to a portion 

of the money that Uncle Vishnu left for Peter? How do you foresee this affecting 

relationships within the family moving forward? 

6. Does putting Paul in St. Saviour’s --- a school he’s not qualified to attend --- for the sake 

of keeping the twins together, help or hurt him? 

7. What do you make of Father Kavanagh assuring Paul that he’s normal, contrary to what 

others have said his whole life? Is he right? Is too much made of Paul’s deficiencies? Do 

you think Father Kavanagh oversteps his boundaries in expressing this belief to Clyde? 

8. What effect does Father Kavanagh’s assurance have on Paul? How does it affect their 

relationship, as well as Father Kavanagh’s relationship with Clyde? 

 9. Paul initially stands up to the bandits during their attempted robbery. When they later 

approach him outside of the house, Paul all but surrenders. Why does he submit the 

second time around? 
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10. Why does Clyde opt not to use Vishnu’s money for Paul’s ransom despite the 

mounting pressure from the kidnappers, Joy, and, then, Peter? 

11. Does Clyde make enough of an effort to bring Paul home safely? Because of his 

actions, or lack thereof, is he ultimately responsible for what happens to Paul? 

12. Is it right to sacrifice the future (or life) of one child to ensure the future of another if the 

latter’s is assuredly brighter? Would you make the same decision as Clyde? 

13. In the airport, Peter thinks to himself, Paul has played his part. Daddy has played his 

part. What do you make of each person’s role in Peter’s eventual success? How should 

Clyde feel about his role, especially after Paul’s death? How do you think Paul would feel 

about his role? Do you think he sacrificed himself in order to protect his family? 

14. Should Peter feel guilty about attending Harvard after Paul’s death? 

15. What does Clyde’s reaction at the end of the book reveal about his guilt? Does he 

think what he did (or didn’t do) was worth it? In your opinion, was it worth it? 

16. What do you think are a parent’s obligations to his or her children? 


